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Students trick their custodian and he walks into surprise of his life! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uV6XHEFsGRo  

"We are now considering legislation based on statistics that include name-calling at 
public rallies as crimes. Are we going on to the school yards of this country and 
when two kids get angry with each other and call each other names -- what are we 
going to do, cart them over to the reformatory or add them to the list of 'hate crimes' 
perpetrators? This is ridiculous." 
-- Jesse Helms (1921-2008), US Senator (R-NC), 1973-2003  

Read the Prophets & PRAY WITHOUT CEASING! 

That is the only hope for this nation! 
Please 
Remember 
These  
Folks  
In  
Prayer- 
Check often 
They  
Change! 
 

 

 

Pray that the world would WAKE UP! Time for a worldwide repentance! 
 ALL US soldiers fighting for our freedom around the world  

 Pray for those in our  government to repent of their wicked corrupt ways. 
Pray for “A” family – three admitted with Covid very sick. Multiple  Comorbidities  - Two passed 

away 

Pray for J P– sick with flu bad episode 5 years ago 

Pray for RR – young man with enlarged heart ventricle  

Pray for family of RY – Passed away from Covid 

Pray for EL – Had clot embolized to brain – successful ‘clot buster’ but long road to go.  
Pray for BB – Severe West Nile Fever –still not mobile- improving! 

Pray for RBH – cancer recurrence 

Pray for GB – bad reaction from Cancer drug 

Pray for Ella – Child with serious problems 

NOTE: Our prayer list was getting very long and there will little follow up.  
If you have people you want to have on the list please resubmit since we are 
revising it now– rdb] 
 

Pray that The Holy One will lead you in Your preparations for handling the world 

problems.  –  Have YOU made any preparations? 

Genesis 43:15And the men took that present, and they took double money in their hand, and 
Benjamin; and rose up, and went down to Egypt, and stood before Joseph. 16And when 
Joseph saw Benjamin with them, he said to the steward of his house: 'Bring the men into the 
house, and kill the beasts, and prepare the meat; for the men shall dine with me at noon.' 
17And the man did as Joseph bade; and the man brought the men into Joseph's house. 
 

The Treatment of Viral Diseases:  
Has the Truth Been Suppressed for Decades?  

Lee D. Merritt , M.D. 

https://www.jpands.org/vol25no3/merritt.pdf 
The answer is a very probably YES we have been lied to. I was taught the same thing and it is not 
true! This is a most revealing article by Dr. Merritt and it explains why you can believe nothing 
from CDC, NIH, BIG Pharm  and the rest of the alphabet soup who have been raking in billions/ 
year at our expense. – rdb] 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uV6XHEFsGRo
https://www.jpands.org/vol25no3/merritt.pdf


Wonder why every MSM outlet is lockstep with the JAB? 
55sec video! 

https://twitter.com/ke11ybender/status/1450519193216970756?s=21 

 

Voting Fraud – YOU BET!   - first five minutes – BANG! 

Explosive Discovery On Dominion Voting Machines 
https://rumble.com/vnfubj-explosive-discovery-on-dominion-voting-machines.html 

 

Bennett meets UAE, Bahrain envoys, is invited to Abu Dhabi for state visit 
PM discusses expansion of Abraham Accords with ambassadors, says ‘the stronger the bonds of our countries become, 

the stronger regional security and stability will become’ 

By Lazar Berman Today, 5:47 pm  

 
UAE Ambassador to Israel Muhammad Al Khajah with Prime Minister 

Naftali Bennett, October 19, 2021 (Haim Tzah/GPO) 

 UAE Ambassador to Israel Muhammad Mahmoud 
Al Khajah invited Prime Minister Naftali Bennett to 
Abu Dhabi for an official state visit on Monday, on 
behalf of UAE Crown Prince Mohamed bin Zayed Al 
Nahyan. 

 The invitation was extended during a lunch 
meeting Bennett held with Khajah and Bahrain 
Ambassador to Israel Khaled Yousif al-Jalahma. 

 The three discussed expanding ties between the 
nations and further strengthening the Abraham Accords. 

 “The stronger the bonds of our countries become, the stronger regional security and stability will become,” said 

Bennett. 

 While he was in New York City in September to address the United Nations General Assembly, 
Bennett met with UAE Minister of State for Foreign Affairs Khalifa al-Marar and Bahraini Foreign 
Minister Abdullatif Al Zayani at his hotel. Bennett told Zayani that he was looking forward to meeting 
with Bahrain’s King Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa at some point in the future. 

 Ties have been moving forward with the UAE this week. Foreign Minister Yair Lapid held a Zoom meeting late 

Monday with UAE Foreign Minister Abdullah bin Zayed, US Secretary of State State Antony Blinken, and Indian Foreign 

Minister Subrahmanyam Jaishankar. 

 The four top diplomats discussed “expanding economic and political cooperation in the Middle East and Asia, 

including through trade, combating climate change, energy cooperation, and increasing maritime security,” said State 

Department spokesman Ned Price, adding that they also discussed expanding scientific cooperation and combating 

COVID. 

 A fruitful first meeting with Israeli APM and FM @YairLapid, UAE FM @ABZayed and US Secretary 

of State @SecBlinken this evening. 

Discussed working together more closely on economic growth and global issues. Agreed on expeditious 

follow-up. pic.twitter.com/kVgFM0r6hs 

— Dr. S. Jaishankar (@DrSJaishankar) October 18, 2021 

 “The secretary reiterated the Biden administration’s support for the Abraham Accords and 

normalization agreements and discussed future opportunities for collaboration in the region and globally,” he said, 

referring to deals signed last year between Israel and four Arab nations.  More - https://www.timesofisrael.com/bennett-

meets-uae-bahrain-envoys-is-invited-to-abu-dhabi-for-state-visit/  
 

Defending budget increase, Gantz says IDF needs funds to fight off looming Iran 
Defense minister appears before Knesset committee, warns Iran nearly a ‘threshold state,’ after cabinet reportedly 

allocates NIS 5 billion for potential strike on nuke program 
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By Judah Ari Gross Today, 7:37 pm  

 
Defense Minister Benny Gantz speaks to the Knesset's Foreign Affairs and 

Defense Committee, on October 19, 2021. (Noam Mushkovitz/Knesset 

Spokesperson) 

 Defense Minister Benny Gantz appeared before the 
Knesset’s powerful Foreign Affairs and Defense 
Committee on Tuesday to justify the government’s 
requested budget increase for the military, warning 
that the additional funds are necessary in order to 
prepare for a potential strike on Iran’s nuclear 
program. 

 This summer, the government announced that it 
had agreed on a NIS 58 billion ($17.5 billion) defense 

budget for 2022, an increase from the previous defense budget, which was set in 2019 and has remained 

in force as the governments since then failed to pass a new one. 

 “Israel is challenged militarily on many fronts, and therefore there is great importance to approving 
a defense budget, following years without a fixed budget, which has — to a certain extent — damaged our 

ability to act, our ability to have efficient communication, and to build up our forces in a more effective way,” Gantz said. 

 In his opening speech, the defense minister said the most significant threat facing Israel — and the 
one for which the Israel Defense Forces most needs to allocate its resources — is Iran and its nuclear 
program. 

 “We see that Iran is advancing toward the level of enrichment that would allow it, when it wished, to become a 

threshold state — and we are making every effort to prevent that,” Gantz said. 

 “We will invest in our offensive and defensive capabilities, improve our technological superiority, 
and accelerate our efforts in order to ensure that — despite the fact that Iran is foremost a global and 
regional challenge — Israel will always have the ability to defend its citizens with its own forces,” he said. 

 Gantz’s appearance in the parliament to defend the budget to the Foreign Affairs and Defense 
Committee, which must sign off on it, came a day after television reports that the government planned 
to allocate NIS 5 billion ($1.5 billion) for such an attack on Iran, with NIS 2 billion ($620 million) coming 
from the 2022 defense budget and the rest coming from the current budget. [Folks this isn’t exactly a 
declaration of war but almost as good as one.  If some agreement that is not satisfactory for Israel’s 
security needs is not made in the near future, it is simply logical that Israel will have to make a 
preemptive strike on the Iranian nuclear facilities. This is almost an invitation to Gog/Magog.  – rdb] 
 According to an unsourced report on Channel 12 news on Monday night, the NIS 5 billion ($1.5 
billion) would go toward purchasing various types of manned aircraft, intelligence-gathering drones 
and unique armaments needed for such an attack, which would have to target heavily-fortified underground sites. 

 IDF Chief of Staff Aviv Kohavi publicly declared in January that the IDF was preparing fresh 
“operational plans” for a potent military strike, and in August that Iran’s nuclear progress has prompted the IDF 

“to speed up its operational plans,” with a fresh budget to do so. 

 In his speech to the United Nations General Assembly last month, Prime Minister Naftali Bennett 
declared that “Iran’s nuclear program has hit a watershed moment, and so has our tolerance. Words do not 

stop centrifuges from spinning… We will not allow Iran to acquire a nuclear weapon.” 

 United States President Joe Biden’s administration has said it is still seeking a joint US-Iranian 
return to compliance with the 2015 Iran nuclear deal, while acknowledging that it will not wait indefinitely for 

Tehran to return to the negotiation table. 

 If it fails to do so, US Secretary of State Antony Blinken told his Israeli counterpart Yair Lapid this 
month that “every option” will be on the table — an apparent uptick in rhetoric after Biden told Bennett 
in August that Washington was willing to consider “other options” if the nuclear deal cannot be revived. 

 In his remarks on Tuesday, Gantz said the defense budget was also needed in order to prepare the 
military for a potential two-front war, to reinforce defenses for the civilian home front, to raise the salaries of 

conscripted soldiers — which has notably stalled in recent years despite repeated promises by Israeli officials to address 

the matter — and to provide better benefits to career soldiers. 

https://www.timesofisrael.com/writers/judah-ari-gross/
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 “We are stepping up and improving our exercises, putting together banks of targets and goals, 

developing capabilities against Hezbollah and Hamas, which will strengthen the State of Israel’s deterrence and ability to 

defeat them if necessary,” he said. 

 The defense minister also discussed a long-simmering contentious battle over the issue of 
pensions for career soldiers. In order to incentivize people to remain in the military — despite the 

possibility of earning higher salaries in the civilian world — the IDF allows service members to retire at the age of 46 and 

receive a significant monthly pension, while being able to supplement that income with a full-time job, along with 

additional perks in terms of housing and assorted discounts. [If the IDF is planning on an enhanced pension 
system they need to be sure they are funded with current funding which they haven’t been doing which 
is one reason the IDF budget is as heavy as it is with retirement funds. For years they have offered 
retirement but not funded them proactively just like a whole load of US municipalities have done. – rdb] 
 A perpetual source of controversy, it has again come to the fore in recent months as a long-fought case in the Supreme 

Court brought by retired soldiers about the matter required the government to address the issue, which it did by allocating 

an additional NIS 1.1 billion ($340 million) to the pension fund, despite fierce opposition from the Finance Ministry. 

 This has led to particular ire from conscripted soldiers, whose salaries are far below minimum wage and have not 

increased significantly in years. 

 Gantz said that he, Kohavi and Finance Minister Avigdor Liberman were working to find the necessary budget to 

increase the salaries of conscripted soldiers. https://www.timesofisrael.com/defending-budget-increase-gantz-says-idf-needs-

funds-to-fight-off-looming-iran/  
 

IDF orders road closures near Gaza border amid attack fears  
Military says the decision was made after a 'situational assessment' and at this stage, there are no special guidelines 

for Israeli communities in the area 

Yoav Zitun, Matan Tzuri |  Published: 10.19.21, 14:38  

 The military on Tuesday blocked several sites and roads in Israeli communities near the Gaza Strip 
border due to fears of an attack from the Palestinian enclave.  

 The IDF Spokesperson's Unit said that "the entrance to the Black Arrow Monument, Givat HaPa'amon, Giv'at Nizmit, 

the Garden of the Fallen and the Lone Rider Hill are all blocked".  

 
An IDF barricade near the Black Arrow memorial (Photo: Roee 

idan) 

 
The area near Sderot has also been blocked to traffic (Photo: Barel 

Efraim) 

 The decision was made after a "situational assessment" and at this stage, no special guidelines 
have been issued for communities near the fence. 

 The decision to limit travel in the area was made in the wake of ongoing negotiations with the 
Hamas terrorist group, and the Israeli government's decision not to abide by the group's demand to 
allow the Qatari grant to make its way into the enclave in full. 

 The military added that the decision stems from a general assessment of the security situation, and not from a concrete 

warning of a terrorist attack. 

 Residents, meanwhile, are allowed to continue operating as usual, including farmers working in 

agricultural fields near the border fence, mainly due to the heavy IDF presence in the area. 

 The decision comes a day after rocket alert sirens blared in Sderot and the Hof Ashkelon Regional 

Council, which the military later said was a false alarm. 

 The Gaza Strip has remained relatively calm in the five months after the May war between Israel and Hamas.  

https://www.timesofisrael.com/defending-budget-increase-gantz-says-idf-needs-funds-to-fight-off-looming-iran/
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This despite the killing of a Palestinian man in September, who was shot by IDF soldiers after he was seen trying to dig 

near the fence - as well as the riots on the perimeter fence a little over a month ago, in which an IDF soldier was killed by 

a Hamas militant. 
 

Palestinians clash with police at Damascus Gate; 22 arrested, 17 wounded 
Tensions have been rising in the area outside Jerusalem’s Old City for weeks, leading to ‘dozens’ of arrests 

By Aaron Boxerman Today, 8:23 pmUpdated at 9:33 pm  
 

Palestinians clash with police during a protest at Damascus Gate in 

Jerusalem's Old City, on October 19, 2021. (Jamal Awad/Flash90) 

 Palestinians clashed with police on Tuesday at 
Jerusalem’s Damascus Gate, leading to 22 arrests 
and 17 reportedly wounded as tensions at the 
flashpoint site spiked. 

 According to police, Palestinians violently 
rioted and threw stones at nearby buses, leading 
officers to use tear gas and sound grenades 
against the demonstrators. Police cannons also 

repeatedly sprayed foul-smelling skunk water over the 

streets and plaza near the archway in an effort to disperse 

the Palestinian protesters. 

 Palestinian Red Crescent medics reported treating 17 wounded Palestinians since Tuesday 
afternoon around the Damascus Gate area. Ten were hospitalized, while the rest were treated on site, 
the first-aid organization said. 

 The clashes were some of the worst in the Old City since May, when violence in the tense area helped 

ignite the 11-day war between Israel and Hamas. 

 Earlier, Palestinian media circulated videos on social media which they attested showed apparent Israeli police 

brutality as they broke up the Palestinian gatherings near Damascus Gate. In videos from the scene, Israeli police could be 

seen arresting several Palestinians, including children. 

 In another video, a Palestinian teenager can be alternately backing away from police and scuffling with officers, as 

they hit him with clubs and subsequently arrested him. An undercover officer also fired live bullets into the air during an 

arrest. 

 By late Tuesday evening, calm appeared to have been restored near Damascus Gate. Buses, car and foot traffic were 

seen flowing freely as police officers idled near the Old City entrance. 

Tensions in Jerusalem between Palestinians and Israeli security forces have been rising over the past 
several days. The two sides have repeatedly clashed near Damascus Gate, leading to “dozens of arrests” over the past 

few weeks, according to Israel Police. 

 According to a spokesperson for the Egged bus service, “tens of buses” have been damaged over the past few weeks 

due to Palestinian stone-throwing in the area. 

An undercover police officer is seen firing into the air during an arrest of a suspect near Jerusalem's 

Damascus Gate pic.twitter.com/YWqp0jZasj 

— Emanuel (Mannie) Fabian (@manniefabian) October 19, 2021 

 The recent clashes were ostensibly triggered by Israeli excavations near two Jerusalem cemeteries 
— the Yusufiyya Cemetery near Herod’s Gate and the Bab al-Rahma cemetery on the other side of the Old City, near the 

Lion’s Gate.  

 Palestinian activists have accused Israeli authorities of damaging Palestinian graves at the Yusufiyeh site. An Israeli 

court rejected the claims, as the land in question had been declared “open public land” and was not within the established 

boundaries of the cemeteries. An earlier injunction had ordered local Muslim organizations to cease treating the area as a 

cemetery. 

 But the clashes appear to have also gathered momentum after nights of repeated violence and 
arrests near Damascus Gate. On Tuesday morning, an intensive Israeli presence could already be seen deployed 

across the area, checking cars and searching Palestinian passersby. 

Beating with batons all over his body and surrounding him on the ground before arresting him#Watch 

pic.twitter.com/glNpRBnPAt 

— Silwanic (@Silwanic1) October 19, 2021 
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 “We’re seeing Israel punish Palestinians in our holy city, and this is leading to confrontations on a daily basis near 

Damascus Gate,” said Nasir al-Qaws, an East Jerusalem Palestinian and activist in the Fatah party.  

Other videos on social media showed Jewish passengers in an Israeli bus passing through the area ducking as stones 

hurled by Palestinians smashed the bus windows. The Magen David Adom ambulance service said it transported two 

people aboard the bus who were wounded — including the bus driver — to the hospital. 

 Jerusalem Deputy Mayor Arieh King appeared to call for Palestinian rioters to be shot. “The time has come to shoot at 

the torso and hurt the terrorists,” King tweeted in response to the videos. More - https://www.timesofisrael.com/11-

arrested-at-damascus-gate-as-clashes-erupt-between-palestinians-police/  

 

Knesset speaker announces Israel-India inter-parliamentary friendship group 
Knesset speaker Mickey Levy said he looked forward to working with his Indian counterpart, Speaker of Lok Sabha 

Mr. Om Birla, with whom he will establish the friendship group. 

By GIL HOFFMAN   OCTOBER 19, 2021 18:11 

 
Dr. Subrahmanyam Jaishankar and Mickey Levy  (photo credit: 

DANNY SHEMTOV/KNESSET SPOKESPERSON'S OFFICE) 
Dr. Subrahmanyam Jaishankar and Mickey Levy (credit: DANNY 

SHEMTOV/KNESSET SPOKESPERSON'S OFFICE) 

 Israel and India will soon form a parliamentary friendship group, Knesset Speaker Mickey Levy 
announced Tuesday, when he hosted India’s external affairs minister, Dr. Subrahmanyam Jaishankar, 
at the Knesset. 

 “It was my great honor to host India’s External Affairs Minister Dr. Jaishankar, in what marks 
another significant milestone in the great relationship between Israel and India,” Levy said. “The strong 

and unique bond between our two great ancient nations and vibrant democracies blossomed in recent years.” 

 Levy said he looked forward to working with his Indian counterpart, Speaker of Lok Sabha Mr. Om Birla, with whom 

he will establish the friendship group. 

“ I asked the minister to spread the message that Israel welcomes in open arms peace with more Arab and Muslim 

nations,” Levy said. “We both agreed we must fight radicalization together and additionally, I urged the minister that 

Hezbollah, a deadly terrorist organization that only promotes violence and instability both regionally and domestically, 

must be outlawed.” 

 Levy will be leaving Wednesday on his first trip abroad since he entered his post. He will go to 
Greece for the European Conference of Presidents of Parliaments, which brings together speakers and 

parliament presidents from dozens of countries. He will be meeting there with Greek Foreign Minister Nikos Dendias, 

British House of Commons Speaker Sir Lindsay Hoyle and the speakers of the Greek, Estonian, Georgian and Austrian 

parliaments. https://www.jpost.com/international/knesset-speaker-announces-israel-india-inter-parliamentary-friendship-group-682489  
 

Bill preventing Netanyahu from returning as PM drafted by Sa'ar 
According to Sa'ars new bill anyone under a serious indictment would be prevented from forming a government. 

By GIL HOFFMAN   OCTOBER 19, 2021 19:37 

 A new bill that would prevent anyone under a serious indictment from forming a government, was 
published by Justice Minister Gideon Sa'ar on Tuesday. 

 According to the bill, which would take effect with the next Knesset, opposition leader Benjamin 
Netanyahu could not be tasked by the president with building a coalition. 
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 Netanyahu, or anyone else indicted for a crime that carries a three-year sentence, also could not serve as alternate 

prime minister. 

 Sa'ar has also drafted a bill for term limits. 

 Both bills will be legislated after the state budget passes. 

 The Likud responded that the bills belong in Iran, not Israel. https://www.jpost.com/israel-news/bill-preventing-

netanyahu-from-returning-as-pm-drafted-by-saar-682495  
 

In new report, ombudsman says Tax Authority owes Israelis $1.1 billion 
State Comptroller faults Tax Authority for not returning excess taxes it collected, reveals state has only received a 

fraction of projected royalties from offshore gas drilling 

By TOI staff Today, 6:23 pm  

 
A sign pointing to a tax authority office in Israel. (Flash 90) 

 The State Comptroller’s Office on Tuesday said tax authorities owe 
Israelis more than $1 billion from excess taxes that were collected. 

 In its annual report on the economy and infrastructure, the comptroller 
said various errors have resulted in hundreds of thousands of people 
missing out on benefits. He charged that the Israel Tax Authority has not 
done enough to fix the underlying problems causing the situation, though 

they have been known since an ombudsman report from 2015. 

 The report said the Tax Authority fails to notify citizens that they are owed money even when it has 
the information on file. It also said the current sum owed by the Tax Authority to Israelis is NIS 3.6 billion ($1.1 

billion). 

 “Tax money collected from citizens is private money and the state must return it. The Israel Tax 
Authority is not being proactive in giving tax refunds to those eligible,” State Comptroller Matanyahu 

Englman said in the report. 

 In the report, Englman also said that despite authorities’ predictions that taxes from gas drilling off 
Israel’s coast would amount to some NIS 12.5 billion ($3.8 billion) by the end of 2022, the country is 
way off target. 

 So far, he said, income has amounted to NIS 741 million ($230 million), or some 6 percent of the 
predicted sum. 

 Englman said the government’s efforts to collect taxes from gas drillers are slow and insufficient, 

and that the Energy Ministry has failed to follow world trends on taxation. 

 “The government is not acting effectively to realize the earnings potential of the gas and to increase the wealth of the 

public coffers,” he said. 

 He called for better cooperation between the Energy Ministry, Tax Authority and other agencies on 

collecting the royalties. 

 Englman also addressed the surge in housing prices in recent years, which he said jumped 103% 
from 2008 to 2020. 

 The report found 80,000 plots of land to build on were marketed at the time, around just a third of what had been 

agreed on by the state and various government agencies. 

 Additionally, the report also found faults with Rav Kav bus cards and with ensuring that those with 
disabilities can access public transportation. 

 “There is insufficient protection of Rav Kav user information in accordance with the law on privacy protection,” 

Englman said. “Cyber defense is one of the most important issues and we are monitoring it on all levels.” 

Concerning access to public transportation, Englman said 60% of those with disabilities are not content with their level of 

access. More -  https://www.timesofisrael.com/in-new-report-ombudsman-says-tax-authority-owes-israelis-1-1-billion/  
 

Israel floats plan to import foreign workers to fill tech job vacancies 
Government plan seeks to facilitate integration of foreign tech students, experts and encourage Jewish professionals to 

immigrate as sector comes to grips with worker crunch 

i24NEWS | Published: 10.19.21, 19:38  

 The government on Tuesday announced a new plan to fill job vacancies in Israel's high-tech sector 
by allowing foreign students studying in the country to apply for work visas. [HUMMM? Does that sound 
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a bit like the problem that is happening in the US with bringing in non-citizens for tech jobs rather than 
training our own? – rdb] 
 The outline, promoted by Interior Minister Ayelet Shaked and Science and Technology Minister Orit 
Farkash Hacohen, will also allow foreign professionals to be granted visas to integrate into the country.  

 The Israel Innovation Authority, a support arm for the Israeli government charged with fostering 
industrial research and development (R&D), will appoint an employment chief to employ different 
programs to help tech companies fill new job vacancies.  

 One program will grant foreign experts work visas provided they meet certain criteria while another will allow Jewish 

tech workers who wish to immigrate to Israel under the Law of Return to spend a trial period in the country before fully 

immigrating. More - https://www.ynetnews.com/business/article/bytgzhhrt  
 

Far-right, Arab MKs clash during hospital visit to terror suspect 
Footage shows altercation between Ayman Odeh and Itamar Ben Gvir devolving into physical confrontation at 

hospital treating hunger-striking Palestinian prisoner before staff break up scuffle; Religious Zionist party lawmaker 

says will press charges against Joint List chief 

Meir Turgeman | Published: 10.19.21, 18:32  

 A scuffle broke out between MK Ayman Odeh, leader of the predominantly Arab Israeli Joint List 
party, and MK Itamar Ben Gvir of the far-right Religious Zionist Party while visiting a terror suspect 
who was being treated in a central Israel hospital on Tuesday. 

 The confrontation took place at Kaplan Medical Center in Rehovot when Odeh went to offer his 
support to Miqdad Qawasmeh, a member of the Hamas terrorist group in the West Bank who is held 
without charge and has been on a hunger strike for nearly three months. Ben Gvir was said to have come to 

complain that Qawasmeh was being treated in an Israeli hospital. 

 Qawasmeh has been detained in Israel for several months under the controversial legal procedure known as 

administrative detention, which allows suspects to be held without charge for renewable six-month periods. 

 
Hamas member and hunger-striking security prisoner Miqdad Qawasmeh 

with his mother by his hospital bed at Kaplan Medical Center in Rehovot 

(Photo: Meir Turgeman) 

The procedure is intended to allow authorities to 
hold suspects while continuing to gather evidence, 
with the aim of preventing crimes in the meantime. It is 

mainly used against Palestinian suspects, but also more rarely 

against Jewish far-right extremists involved in hate crimes 

against Palestinians. 

 Footage of the incident shows Odeh blocking Ben 
Gvir from entering the ward where the suspect was 
hospitalized with his body. The two lawmakers can be 
heard trading barbs, with Odeh shouting "you're a 
little terrorist, you will not enter, go away" at the hard-

right lawmaker. 

 He is then seen pushing Ben Gvir as he pressed forward toward the room. Ben Gvir lunged at him only 

to be stopped by staff who stepped in to separate the pair. 

 "Take your provocations elsewhere, there are 
patients here," the hospital's deputy director-general 
Dr. Itay Lavon can be heard as saying as he tried to 
deescalate the situation. "I treat the hunger-striking 

patient like any other person." 

 
MKs Ayman Odeh and Itamar Ben Gvir face off outside terror suspect's 

hospital room (Photo: Meir Turgeman) 

 Police were called to the scene and Ben Gvir later 
said he would press charges against Odeh. 

 Knesset Speaker Mickey Levy denounced Odeh on Twitter 

for assaulting Ben Gvir. 

https://www.ynetnews.com/business/article/bytgzhhrt


 "I strongly condemn the violence MK Ayman Odeh used today at Kaplan Hospital against MK Ben Gvir. An MK 

raising his hand against another MK is crossing all red lines," he wrote. 

https://www.ynetnews.com/article/ryymw82bk#autoplay  

 

First case of new Delta mutation AY4.2 diagnosed in Israel 
Boy entering country from Moldova put in isolation after found with subvariant; scientists say no evidence it is more 

dangerous than Delta, but are watching it closely  

By TOI staff and AFP Today, 10:06 pm  

 A subvariant of the Delta coronavirus mutation raising alarm bells in the United Kingdom has been 
found in a child who entered Israel from Moldova, health officials said Tuesday. 

 The AY4.2 is being closely monitored by officials in the UK, and others have called for urgent research into 

the subvariant, though health officials say there is no evidence yet that it is driving an uptick in coronavirus cases in some 

places. 

 According to reports in Hebrew media, the subvariant was found for the first time in Israel in an 11-
year-old boy who entered the country from Moldova. He was flagged at the airport and sent into isolation, 

Channel 12 news reported. 

 Health Ministry officials plan to hold a meeting on the worrying new strain, Walla news reported, amid fears that a 

new strain of the virus in Israel could reverse fading infection numbers after months of being pummeled by the fast-

spreading Delta variant. 

 There were 1,486 new infections on Monday, the Health Ministry said, with another 701 Tuesday as of late afternoon. 

 There were 354 people hospitalized in serious condition and the death toll reached 8,021, a day after crossing 8,000 

deaths. 

In the UK, where AY4.2 was first discovered, infection rates have remained stubbornly high, despite high rates of 

vaccination, and on Monday nearly 50,000 new cases of COVID-19 were recorded. 

 British Prime Minister Boris Johnson’s spokesman said the government was keeping a “close eye” 
on the AY.4.2 variant, but said there was no evidence it spreads more easily. 

 “As you would expect, we are monitoring it closely and won’t hesitate to take action if necessary,” he told reporters. 

 On Sunday, Scott Gottlieb, a former United States Food and Drug Administration commissioner, called for research 

into the subvariant. 

“There’s no clear indication that it’s considerably more transmissible, but we should work to more quickly 

characterize these and other new variants. We have the tools,” he wrote on Twitter. 

 UK reported its biggest one-day Covid case increase in 3 months just as the new delta variant AY.4 with 

the S:Y145H mutation in the spike reaches 8% of UK sequenced cases. We need urgent research to figure out 

if this delta plus is more transmissible, has partial immune evasion? 

— Scott Gottlieb, MD (@ScottGottliebMD) October 17, 2021 

 Francois Balloux, professor of computational systems biology at University College London, said AY.4.2 has two 

spike mutations found in other coronavirus variants and was first sequenced in April 2020.  

 The subvariant was “rare” outside Britain and there had been only three cases detected so far in the US, he added. 

 “As AY.4.2 is still at fairly low frequency, a 10 percent increase in its transmissibility could have caused only a small 

number of additional cases,” he said. “As such it hasn’t been driving the recent increase in case numbers in the UK.” 

 Bayroux, director of the UCL Genetics Institute, added: “This is not a situation comparable to the emergence of Alpha 

and Delta that were far more transmissible (50 percent or more) than any strain in circulation at the time.” 

 “Here we are dealing with a potential small increase in transmissibility that would not have a comparable impact on 

the pandemic.” https://www.timesofisrael.com/first-case-of-new-delta-mutation-ay4-2-diagnosed-in-israel/  [And the 
“Virus Fear Porn” continues on and on. There will always be a new strain or variant going on just like 
there are of most other viruses. Why do you think they end up modifying the seasonal flu vax every 
year? Rdb] 
 

Notebooks of mysterious, influential teacher ‘Mr Shushani’ opened to public 
Scholars believe that the notebooks will reveal some potentially groundbreaking ideas and teachings related to Jewish 

thought and texts, the National Library of Israel said. 

By JEREMY SHARON   OCTOBER 19, 2021 18:58 

 The National Library of Israel (NLI) has opened public access to “singularly significant” archival 
materials from an individual known as “Mr. Shushani,” who served as an influential teacher to a 

https://www.ynetnews.com/article/ryymw82bk#autoplay
https://www.timesofisrael.com/writers/times-of-israel-staff/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/writers/afp/
https://twitter.com/ScottGottliebMD/status/1449803423906418691?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://www.timesofisrael.com/first-case-of-new-delta-mutation-ay4-2-diagnosed-in-israel/
https://www.jpost.com/author/jeremy-sharon
https://www.jpost.com/tags/national-library-of-israel


number of significant 20th-century Jewish cultural and intellectual figures, including Elie Wiesel and 
Emmanuel Levinas. 

 The new collection includes some 50 of Shushani’s notebooks, filled with his thoughts, musings 
and ideas in the realms of Jewish thought, as well as memory exercises, mathematical formulas and 
more. 

 According to the NLI, Shushani had “an extraordinary photographic memory” and was reportedly 
able to recall and cite the entire Hebrew Bible, Talmud and other Jewish texts from memory, while also 

mastering various fields of mathematics, physics, modern philosophy and different languages. 

 
'Mr. Shushani' Notebook 4. 

Courtesy (photo credit: 

COURTESY/THE NATIONAL 

LIBRARY OF ISRAEL) 

 Scholars believe the 
notebooks will reveal 
some potentially 
groundreaking ideas and 
teachings related to 
Jewish thought and texts, 
the National Library said. 

 A mysterious but 
charismatic figure, 
Shushani’s students saw 
him as one of the most 
influential figures in their 
intellectual development. 

 One of them, Prof. Shalom 

Rosenberg, a former chairman 

of Jewish thought at the 

Hebrew University of 

Jerusalem, who donated his teacher’s materials to the library, said the world “is divided into those who knew him and 

those who did not.” 
'Mr. Shushani' Notebook 2. 

Courtesy (credit: 

COURTESY/THE NATIONAL 

LIBRARY OF ISRAEL) 

 Shushani zealously 
guarded his true 
identity, and few details 
about his personal life 

are known today, more than 

50 years after his death. 

 He was born in the 
Russian Empire at the 
turn of the 20th century 
and traveled throughout 
Europe, Mandatory 
Palestine and later to 
Israel, the United States, 
Uruguay and other 

countries. 

 He died in Uruguay on 
January 26, 1968. 

 Modern scholars believe his 

true name was probably Hillel Perlman, and he counted among his students Rosenberg, future Nobel laureate Wiesel and 

philosopher Levinas. 

https://www.jpost.com/opinion/elie-wiesels-masters-459689


 Rabbi Abraham Isaac Kook, father of the religious-Zionist movement who knew him in his youth, 
described Shushani as “one of the most excellent young people... sharp, knowledgeable, complete and multi-

minded.” 

 Wiesel wrote of him that he had mastered some 30 ancient and modern languages, including Hindi 
and Hungarian. 

 “His French was pure, his English perfect, and his Yiddish harmonized with the accent of whatever person he was 

speaking with,” Wiesel wrote. “The Vedas and the Zohar he could recite by heart. A wandering Jew, he felt at home in 

every culture.” 

 Dr. Yoel Finkelman, curator of the NLI’s Haim and Hanna Salomon Judaica Collection, said Shushani’s notebooks 

were an intellectual and cultural treasure of the Jewish people and the State of Israel that deserved their place in the 

National Library. 

 “We consider it of paramount importance to bring to the public’s attention the story of one of the most mysterious and 

influential figures in 20th-century Jewish thought,” he said. https://www.jpost.com/israel-news/notebooks-of-mysterious-

influential-teacher-mr-shushani-opened-to-public-682493  [ I can’t imagine knowing 30 languages as well as 
being as well studied as this many was. – rdb] 
 

Homeland Security secretary tests positive for Covid-19, despite being vaccinated  
19 Oct, 2021 19:44  

 Homeland Security Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas has tested positive for Covid-19 after a routine 
pre-travel test, his department said on Tuesday. He was due to travel to Colombia with Secretary of 
State Antony Blinken.  

 Mayorkas is experiencing “mild congestion,” according to a statement from Department of 
Homeland Security spokesperson Marsha Espinosa. The secretary will be isolating and working from home. The 

statement also confirmed Mayorkas is fully vaccinated against Covid.  

Contact tracing to determine the origin and spread of the infection is “underway,” the statement added.  

.@DHSgov Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas tested positive for COVID-19 per a DHS spokesperson. He’s fully 

vaccinated and isolating. Statement: pic.twitter.com/T515jnbpDA 

— Luke Barr (@LukeLBarr) October 19, 2021 https://www.rt.com/usa/537912-alejandro-mayorkas-covid19-test/ 

[Couldn’t happen to a more deserving person. – rdb] 
 

'100,000 migrants' headed to U.S., 52 detained for al-Qaida ties 
Congressman: 'Holy smokes, does the administration know about this?' 

By Art Moore Published October 19, 2021 at 3:02pm  

An estimated 100,000 migrants are heading towards the U.S. from Central America, and 52 among them 
were stopped in Panama because of ties to al-Qaida, a Texas congressman warned. 

 Republican Rep. Tony Gonzales said in an interview Monday he was informed by Panama Foreign 
Minister Erica Mouynes that the record-breaking number of Haitian immigrants that entered the U.S. 
last month isn't slowing down. 

 The San Antonio congressman said on the "Real America" podcast with GOP chairwoman Ronna 
McDaniel, reported by DailyMail.com, the situation in the besieged border town of Del Rio, Texas, is the 
"worst I've ever seen it." 

 He explained that Panama's Mouynes came to visit him and other lawmakers to warn that there are 
"over 100,000 coming through Panama on their way to the U.S. as we speak." 

 "I ask her, have you caught anybody on the terrorist watch list?' Gonzalez continued. 'She goes, 'Funny you ask that, 

Tony, because in Panama we do biometrics and we have apprehended 52 people that are associated with al-
Qaida.' 

 "I go, 'Holy smokes, does the administration know about this?" he said. "She 
goes, 'There's no one home. I'm talking to you because the administration is 
absent." 

 Most of the Haitians who have come to the U.S. border have been living in Chile and Brazil since 
the 2010 Haitian earthquake. 

 U.S. officials during this fiscal year -- from last October through August -- have apprehended 1,541,651 migrants at 

the southwest border. In 2020, agents apprehended only one-third of that number, 458,088. 

https://www.jpost.com/israel-news/notebooks-of-mysterious-influential-teacher-mr-shushani-opened-to-public-682493
https://www.jpost.com/israel-news/notebooks-of-mysterious-influential-teacher-mr-shushani-opened-to-public-682493
https://twitter.com/DHSgov?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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https://twitter.com/LukeLBarr/status/1450536043246202885?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://www.rt.com/usa/537912-alejandro-mayorkas-covid19-test/
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10107715/GOP-Rep-Tony-Gonzales-says-100-000-migrants-heading-Central-America.html


 Of the 1.5 million apprehended this fiscal year, at least 160,000 have been released in the U.S. 
They've either been under parole authority or issued a notice to report. Most with a notice to report never 

turn themselves into an Immigrations and Customs Enforcement office as instructed. 

 The others were deported under the Centers for Disease Control's coronavirus public health order, Title 42, which is 

opposed by Democratic Party activists. 

 A court has forced the Biden administration to reinstate the Trump-administration's Remain in Mexico policy, which 

requires asylum advocates to stay south of the border during the processing of their applications. 

 On Monday, the New York Post reported the Biden administration is secretly flying planeloads of 
underage migrants from Texas to suburban New York in the dead of night in an effort to quietly resettle 
them across the region. 

 The Post said the flights have been underway since at least August. Reporters saw two planes land at the Westchester 

County Airport. Most of the passengers appeared to be children and teens. A small portion appeared to be men in their 

20s. 

 On Tuesday, Fox News White House reporter Peter Doocy asked Biden press secretary Jen Psaki 
why the administration is "flying thousands of migrants from the border to Florida and New York in the 
middle of the night." 

 Psaki began by disputing that the flights, some at 2:30 a.m., are in the middle of the night before saying, "We are 

talking about early flights." 

 She said it's the federal government's "legal responsibility to care for unaccompanied children until they can be swiftly 

unified with a parent or a vetted sponsor." 

 DOOCY: "Why is the administration flying thousands of migrants from the border to Florida & New York in the 

middle of the night?" 

 PSAKI: "Well, I'm not sure that it's in the middle of the night..." 

 DOOCY: "2:30 AM, 4:29 AM..." 

 PSAKI: "We are talking about early flights..." pic.twitter.com/gE7elH5vAl 

 — Breaking911 (@Breaking911) October 19, 2021 

Former border chief: Biden abusing authority 

 Last week, Fox News reported leaked Border Patrol documents show 160,000 illegal immigrants 
have been released into the U.S. since March, often with little to no oversight, supervision or immediate risk 

of deportation. 

 Under a broad use of limited parole authorities, more than 30,000 migrants have become eligible for work permits 

since August. 

 According to federal law, parole authority is to be used on a case-by-case basis for "urgent humanitarian purposes" 

and "significant public benefit." Usually only a handful of parole cases are granted by officials. 

 However, Fox News reported, the Biden administration has been using the authority more broadly, including in its 

parole of tens of thousands of Afghans. 

 Former Border Patrol Chief Rodney Scott told Fox News he believes the administration is abusing its parole authority. 

 "By law and regulation a parole shall only be granted on a case-by-case basis and only for significant humanitarian 

reasons or significant public benefit. Neither of these appear to apply to the current situation," he said. 

 "As a field chief, I don't believe I ever approved more than five or 10 paroles in a year," he said. "When I did, I 

ensured that the alien was monitored continuously and was detained or removed as soon as the circumstances allowed." 

https://www.wnd.com/2021/10/4953898/  Unfortunately DC is just riddled with scum. – rdb] 
 

Southwest Airlines CANCELS plan to fire unvaxxed workers awaiting exemptions after 

denying sickouts forced mass flight disruption  
19 Oct, 2021 21:28  

 US airline Southwest has reversed course on its employee vaccine mandate following a week of 
protests, denials and canceled flights. Workers are no longer forced to take unpaid leave while 
applying for exemptions to the mandate.  

The passenger carrier will no longer force employees awaiting decision on a religious or medical 
exemption to the Biden administration's mandatory vaccine order to take unpaid leave until their cases 
are decided, according to a Friday memo obtained by CNBC on Tuesday. Southwest has confirmed the authenticity of 

the memo, which gives employees until November 24 to either get vaccinated or apply for an exemption. 

https://nypost.com/2021/10/18/biden-secretly-flying-underage-migrants-into-ny-in-dead-of-night/
https://t.co/gE7elH5vAl
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Instead of unpaid leave, employees awaiting judgment on their exemptions will continue to receive 
a paycheck and may even continue working "as [Southwest] coordinate[s] with them on meeting the requirements 

(vaccine or valid accommodation)," the note explains. Written by senior vice president of operations and hospitality Steve 

Goldberg and vice president and chief people officer Julie Weber, it reassures workers that they may 
continue working if their exemptions aren't yet approved so long as they follow masking and social-
distancing rules, and promises that staff can reapply if their exemption is denied if they have "new information or 

circumstances [they] would like the Company to consider." 

 The memo's release comes after days of protesting outside Southwest's Dallas headquarters and 
rumors of sick-outs among air traffic controllers and other employees. Southwest was forced to cancel 

thousands of flights last week – over 1,000 on Sunday alone – though it refused to acknowledge what was behind the 

cancellations, in many cases blaming the weather despite clear and sunny skies. Airports were snarled with angry 

passengers as would-be travelers arrived to find their flights mysteriously cancelled. 

 Eventually, even CEO Greg Kelly took to CNBC on Thursday to deny that he had ever "been in favor 
of corporations imposing that kind of a mandate," while continuing to argue employee resistance had 

nothing to do with the flight cancellations. President Joe Biden himself praised the company for adopting his vaccination 

mandate, flatly denying employee resistance was contributing to the airline's flight disruptions and insisting the policy was 

instead "moving the dial to help eliminate the disease."  

 As a federal contractor, Southwest had previously planned to put all unvaccinated employees who 
had not yet received a medical or religious exemption by December 8 on unpaid leave, after the company 

received a not-so-gentle nudge from the Biden administration. Unlike smaller carriers, under the president's mandate it 

lacks the option of allowing employees to submit to weekly testing. As of last week, 56,000 Southwest employees had yet 

to take the shot. 

 Competitor United Airlines adopted its own vaccine mandate in August, before Biden had even 
announced the federal rule, and has similarly threatened the noncompliant with unpaid leave. However, 
a federal judge in Fort Worth has temporarily barred the airline from moving forward with the penalty. 
Some 90% of the company's staff are reportedly vaccinated. Earlier this month, fellow US carriers 
American Airlines, Alaska Airlines, and JetBlue also climbed aboard the mandate express, caving to 

pressure from the Biden administration, which considers them federal contractors and thus ineligible to opt out of the jab. 

 Biden revealed his plans to impose a vaccination mandate on all companies with over 100 employees last month 

through the Occupational Health and Safety Administration. However, the mandate has not yet been implemented, and a 

number of companies – as well as some state and local authorities – have already vowed to ignore it. Texas Governor 

Greg Abbott and Florida Governor Rick DeSantis have both introduced measures forbidding vaccine mandates in their 

states.  https://www.rt.com/usa/537913-southwest-rescinds-vaccine-unpaid-leave/  
 

‘If you don’t want to have children, get the vaccine’: Football owner dismisses Covid jab 

because it would ‘genetically modify me’  

19 Oct, 2021 16:35  
 The owner of a football club has told his players that they will become infertile if they receive a 
Covid vaccine, insisting that researchers warning against jabs are right and urging people to "see what 
happens" in years to come.  

 Former politician Gigi Becali, the overlord of 26-time Romanian champions FCSB who is thought to 
be worth around $500 million and initially built his fortune on a land exchange with the country's army, 
has been outspoken in his opposition to vaccines in recent days. 

 The 63-year-old with a litany of high-profile controversies admitted last week that he had told his 
players that being vaccinated is "not good" – despite an outbreak leaving the club with just 13 available players. 

 Almost all of FCSB's coaching staff, including manager Edward Iordanescu, were unable to attend the home match 

against Mioveni on Saturday, which the second-placed side still won 3-0. 

 FCSB owner Becali forbids vaccination for his club's players. Becali: "If I had a gun on the table next to 

the vaccine, I'd rather be shot with the gun. There is no vaccination at FCSB". 

— Emanuel Roşu (@Emishor) October 14, 2021 

OMG. I am spechless.. 

— Stian Sundklakk (@StianSundklakk) October 14, 2021 
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 Becali said that midfielder Constantin Budescu and another unnamed player were the only individuals he knew at the 

club who had received a vaccine. 

 "I don't want to be vaccinated," Becali reportedly told Bekali Gazeta Sporturilor. "I am human and I 
do not want to become a 'trans person'. 
"Why should I allow myself to inject a substance that genetically modifies me? I agree with those 
researchers who say that the vaccine is not good. 

 Can I just say that this should be grounds for punishment from the Romanian League/FA. His other crazy 

ideas hurt FCSBs finances/performance/image, this can LITERALLY KILL players, club staff or the people they 

come in contact with. 

— Patrick (@ScuderiaCupcake) October 14, 2021 

 "Let's see what happens in two-to-three years. I am not vaccinated. I told the players, 'If you don't want to have 

children, get the vaccine.'" 

 Bizarre claims around fertility and receiving the vaccine burst into focus when one of the world's 
most followed celebrities, singer Nicki Minaj, told her millions of Twitter followers that a friend of her 
cousin had become impotent after receiving treatment. 

"His testicles became swollen," the chart-topper wrote. "His friend was weeks away from getting married, now the girl 

called off the wedding. 

My cousin in Trinidad won’t get the vaccine cuz his friend got it & became impotent. His testicles became swollen. His 

friend was weeks away from getting married, now the girl called off the wedding. So just pray on it & make sure you’re 

comfortable with ur decision, not bullied 

— Nicki Minaj (@NICKIMINAJ) September 13, 2021 

Nicki. I’m double vaxxed & now I get harder than ever. pic.twitter.com/6QNfkePzqu 

— rob delaney (@robdelaney) September 14, 2021 

"So just pray on it and make sure you’re comfortable with your decision, not bullied.” 

Earlier this month, Republic of Ireland manager Stephen Kenny, who advocated being vaccinated, appeared to 

suggest that male issues may have influenced some players' thinking around treatment. 

"There are a lot of myths and a lot of issues around virility that people are concerned about and other issues, you know," 

he said. "I do think it is complex." 

Also on rt.com ‘There are a lot of myths’: Ireland boss suggests ‘virility’ fears over vaccines... as footballer who caught 

Covid twice shuns jab  

There is no evidence linking Covid vaccines with fertility problems. Twitter did not flag Minaj's curious pronouncement 

as misleading because bosses deemed it a personal anecdote. 

Cliona O'Farrelly, an immunology professor at Trinity College in Dublin, told RTE that she was surprised by the claims. 

"These young men would – I think not necessarily all – seem to be in a bubble of misinformation and are hearing stories 

that there is no real validity to," she said. 

pic.twitter.com/tuaZYhffw6 

— ufkabakan (@sercanergun_) October 14, 2021 

Can I just say that this should be grounds for punishment from the Romanian League/FA. His other crazy ideas hurt 

FCSBs finances/performance/image, this can LITERALLY KILL players, club staff or the people they come in contact 

with. 

— Patrick (@ScuderiaCupcake) October 14, 2021 

More - https://www.rt.com/sport/537883-gigi-becali-fcsb-vaccine-covid/  
  

In 1st Ruling on State Mandates, High Court Won't Stop Vaccines for Maine Health 

Workers 
Tuesday, 19 October 2021 04:37 PM  

 The U.S. Supreme Court declined Tuesday to hear an emergency appeal of a vaccine requirement 
imposed on Maine health care workers, the latest defeat for opponents of vaccine mandates. 

 It was the first time the Supreme Court weighed in on a statewide vaccine mandate. It previously 
rejected challenges of vaccine requirements for New York City teachers and Indiana University staff 
and students. 

 Justice Stephen Breyer rejected the emergency appeal but left the door open to try again as the 
clock ticks on Maine’s mandate. The state will begin enforcing it Oct. 29. 
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 The Maine vaccine requirement that was put in place by Democratic Gov. Janet Mills requires 
hospital workers and nursing home workers to get vaccinated or risk losing their jobs. 

 Opponents tried to block the mandate, but a federal judge rejected the request on Oct. 20. The judge said the record 

indicated regular testing alone wasn't sufficient to stop the spread of the delta variant. 

 A three-judge panel of the 1st U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals let the ruling stand in a one-sentence statement two days 

later. 

 The Liberty Counsel, which filed the lawsuit in federal court in Maine in August, claimed to be 
representing more than 2,000 health care workers who don’t want to be forced to be vaccinated. 

 Dozens of health care workers have opted to quit, and Central Maine Medical Center in Lewiston 
already curtailed some admissions because of an “acute shortage” of nurses. 

 But most health workers largely have complied with the requirement. 

 State agencies vowed to work with individual hospitals and nursing homes to address individual workforce issues. 

https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/virus-outbreak-maine/2021/10/19/id/1041171/  
 

Natural immunity IS just as good as being jabbed: Official figures show unvaccinated 

Britons who beat Covid enjoy same protection against Delta as those who are double- 

By Luke Andrews Health Reporter For Mailonline Published: 09:28 EDT, 18 October 2021 | Updated: 12:33 EDT, 18 

October 2021  

 Recovering from Covid offers just as good protection as getting two doses of any vaccine, official 
figures suggest.  
An Office for National Statistics' (ONS) report published today found unvaccinated Britons who catch 
the Delta variant are around 71 per cent less likely to test positive for a second time. 
 It estimated the risk of infection is slashed by approximately 67 per cent in people given two doses of Pfizer or 

AstraZeneca's jabs. 

 The ONS said there was 'no evidence' vaccines offered more immunity than catching Covid itself, 
despite a number of other studies showing the opposite.  

 The findings are based on more than 8,000 positive tests across Britain between May and August, 

when the Delta variant became dominant.   

 Scientists are still trying to untangle exactly how long naturally-acquired and vaccine immunity 
lasts. 
 Protection from the jabs appears to dip at around five months, which is why Britons over the age of 50 are being 

offered booster doses this autumn. But the duration of natural immunity remains somewhat of a mystery, made more 

complicated by the rise of new variants. 
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 The above graph shows the risk of catching the virus by vaccination status and previous infection. 

It reveals that there is no difference in risk between the double-vaccinated and those who have previously recovered from 

infection (shown by the blue lines, which represent the variation between each result, overlapping)  More - 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10103003/Double-jabbed-people-likely-not-catch-Covid-recovered-infection.html?ito=social-

twitter_mailonline  
 

Exposed! Clinton lawyers tied to disinformation about Trump 
Hired companies to dish 'fabricated' claims to 'credulous journalists' 

By WND News Services Published October 19, 2021 at 11:08am  By Aaron Maté Real Clear Investigations 

 The indictment of Hillary Clinton lawyer Michael Sussmann for allegedly lying to the FBI sheds new 
light on the pivotal role of Democratic operatives in the Russiagate affair. The emerging picture shows 
Sussmann and his Perkins Coie colleague Marc Elias, the chief counsel for Clinton's 2016 campaign, 
proceeding on parallel, coordinated tracks to solicit and spread disinformation tying Donald Trump to 
the Kremlin. 

 In a detailed charging document last month, Special Counsel John Durham accused Sussmann of 
concealing his work for the Clinton campaign while trying to sell the FBI on the false claim of a secret 
Trump backchannel to Russia’s Alfa Bank. But Sussmann's alleged false statement to the FBI in September 2016 

wasn't all. Just months before, he helped generate an even more consequential Russia allegation that he also brought to the 

FBI. In April of that year, Sussmann hired CrowdStrike, the cybersecurity firm that publicly triggered the Russiagate saga 

by lodging the still unproven claim that Russia was behind the hack of Democratic National Committee emails released 

by WikiLeaks. 

 At the time, CrowdStrike was not the only Clinton campaign contractor focusing on Russia. Just 
days before Sussmann hired CrowdStrike in April, his partner Elias retained the opposition research 
firm Fusion GPS to dig up dirt on Trump and the Kremlin. 

 These two Clinton campaign contractors, working directly for two Clinton campaign attorneys, 
would go on to play highly consequential roles in the ensuing multi-year Russia investigation. 

 Working secretly for the Clinton campaign, Fusion GPS planted Trump-Russia conspiracy theories 
in the FBI and US media via its subcontractor, former British spy Christopher Steele. The FBI used the 

Fusion GPS's now debunked "Steele dossier" for investigative leads and multiple surveillance applications putatively 

targeting Trump campaign volunteer Carter Page. [There was an interview of Steele with Stephanopoulos 
which the MSM was again trying to promote the stupid narrative of Russian collusion which was 
shown on FOX last PM. – rdb] 
 CrowdStrike, reporting to Sussmann, also proved critical to the FBI's work. Rather than examine the 

DNC servers for itself, the FBI relied on CrowdStrike's forensics as mediated by Sussmann. 

 The FBI's odd relationship with the two Democratic Party contractors gave Sussmann and Elias 
unprecedented influence over a high-stakes national security scandal that upended U.S. politics and 

ensnared their political opponents. By hiring CrowdStrike and Fusion GPS, the Perkins Coie lawyers helped define the 

Trump-Russia narrative and impact the flow of information to the highest reaches of U.S. intelligence agencies. 
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 The established Trump-Russia timeline and the public record, including overlooked sworn testimony, congressional 

and Justice Department reports, as well as news accounts from the principal recipients of government leaks in the affair, 

the Washington Post and the New York Times, help to fill in the picture. 

‘We Need to Tell the American Public’ 

 In late April 20216, after being informed by Graham Wilson, a Perkins Coie colleague, that the DNC server had been 

breached, Michael Sussmann immediately turned to CrowdStrike. As Sussmann recalled in December 2017 testimony to 

the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, the cyber firm was hired based on his "recommendation." 

 Although it is widely believed that CrowdStrike worked for the DNC, the firm in fact was retained by 
Sussmann and his Clinton campaign law firm. As CrowdStrike CEO Shawn Henry told the House committee, his 

contract was not with the DNC, but instead "with Michael Sussmann from Perkins Coie." 

 And it was Sussmann who controlled what the FBI was allowed to see. After bringing CrowdStrike on 

board, Sussmann pushed aggressively to publicize the firm's conclusion that Russian government hackers had attacked the 

DNC server, according to a December 2016 account in the New York Times. 

 "Within a day, CrowdStrike confirmed that the intrusion had originated in Russia," the Times reported, citing 

 Sussmann's recollection. Sussmann and DNC executives had their first formal meeting with senior FBI officials in 

June 2016, where they encouraged the bureau to publicly endorse CrowdStrike's findings: 

 Among the early requests at that meeting, according to participants: that the federal government make a quick 

"attribution" formally blaming actors with ties to Russian government for the attack to make clear that it was not routine 

hacking but foreign espionage. 

 “You have a presidential election underway here and you know that the Russians have hacked into the D.N.C.,” Mr. 

Sussmann said, recalling the message to the F.B.I. “We need to tell the American public that. And soon.” 

 But the FBI was not ready to point the finger at Russia. As the Senate Intelligence Committee later reported, 

"CrowdStrike still had not provided the FBI with forensic images nor an unredacted copy of their [CrowdStrike’s] report." 

 Instead of waiting for the FBI, the DNC went public with the Russian hacking allegation on its own. 

On June 14, 2016, the Washington Post broke the news that CrowdStrike was accusing Russian hackers of infiltrating the 

DNC’s computer network and stealing data. Sussmann and Henry were quoted as sources. According to the Times’ 

account, the DNC approached the Post “on Mr. Sussmann’s advice.” 

‘We Just Don’t Have the Evidence’ 

 The Washington Post's June 2016 story, generated by Sussmann, was the opening public salvo in 
the Russiagate saga. 

 But it was not until nearly four years later that the public learned that CrowdStrike was not as 
confident about the Russian hacking allegation that it had publicly lodged. In December 2017 testimony that 

was declassified only in May 2020, Henry admitted that his firm was akin to a bank examiner who believes the vault has 

been robbed – but has no proof of how. CrowdStrike, Henry disclosed, "did not have concrete evidence" that alleged 

Russian hackers removed any data from the DNC servers. 

 "There's circumstantial evidence, but no evidence that they were actually exfiltrated," Henry told the House 

Intelligence Committee. "There are times when we can see data exfiltrated, and we can say conclusively. But in this case 

it appears it was set up to be exfiltrated, but we just don’t have the evidence that says it actually left." 

 Read in retrospect, public statements from U.S. intelligence officials indicate that they knew of this crucial gap early 

on, and used qualified language to gloss it over. 

 A joint FBI-DHS report in December 2016 – the first time the US government attempted to present evidence that 

Russia hacked the DNC – describes the alleged Russian hacking effort as "likely leading to the exfiltration of information" 

from Democratic Party networks. 

 The report by Special Counsel Robert Mueller of April 2019, which found no Trump-Russia 
collusion, likewise stated that Russian intelligence "appears to have compressed and exfiltrated over 
70 gigabytes of data" and "appear to have stolen thousands of emails and attachments" from Democratic Party 

servers. 

 These qualifiers – "likely" and "appear" – signaled that U.S. intelligence officials lacked concrete 
evidence for their Russian hacking claims, a major evidentiary hole confirmed by Henry's buried 
testimony. 

 CrowdStrike’s admission that it lacked evidence of exfiltration was not its first such embarrassment. Just months after 

it accused Russia of hacking the DNC in June 2016, CrowdStrike was forced to retract a similar accusation that Russia 

had hacked the Ukrainian military. The firm’s debunked Ukrainian allegation was based on it claiming to have identified 

the same malware in Ukraine that it had found inside the DNC server. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/13/us/politics/russia-hack-election-dnc.html


Conflicting Accounts on DNC Server Access  

 The FBI relied on CrowdStrike's forensics of the DNC servers, but both sides have given conflicting 
accounts as to why. The FBI claims that the DNC denied it direct access to its computer network, while 
the DNC claims that the FBI never sought such access. Once again, Sussmann was in the middle of this, and his 

sworn testimony is at odds with other accounts. 

 In their December 2017 testimony to the House Intelligence Committee, both Sussmann and 
CrowdStrike's Henry claimed that the FBI did not try to conduct its own independent investigation of the 

DNC servers. 

 "I recall offering, or asking or offering to the FBI to come on premises, and they were not interested in coming on 

premises at the time," Sussmann said. Instead, he recalled, "we told them they could have access to everything that 

CrowdStrike was developing in the course of its investigation." Asked directly if the FBI sought access to the DNC 

servers, Sussmann replied: "No, they did not." He then added: "Excuse me, not to my knowledge." 

 Henry also told the committee that he was "not aware" of the FBI ever asking for access to the server or being denied 

it. 

 In 2017 congressional testimony, however, then-FBI Director James Comey recalled that the FBI 
made "multiple requests at different levels," to access the DNC servers, but was denied. Asked why 
FBI access was rejected, Comey replied: "I don’t know for sure." According to Comey, the FBI would have 

preferred direct access to the server, but "ultimately it was agreed to… [CrowdStrike] would share with us what they 

saw." [It should be obvious that the actions of both of these organizations are represented by lie after 
lie. Both are as crooked as a dogs hind led – rdb] 
 And while Sussmann testified that Perkins Coie offered the FBI "access to everything that CrowdStrike was 

developing," FBI officials and federal prosecutors tell a different story. 

 According to the Senate Intelligence Committee, CrowdStrike delivered a draft report to the FBI on 
Aug. 31, 2016 that an unidentified FBI official described as "heavily redacted." James Trainor, then-
assistant director of the FBI's Cyber Division, told the committee that he was "frustrated" with the 
CrowdStrike report and "doubted its completeness" because "outside counsel" – i.e. Sussmann – "had 
reviewed it."  According to Trainor, the DNC's cooperation was "moderate" overall and "slow and laborious in many 

respects." Trainor singled out the fact that Perkins Coie – and specifically, Sussmann – "scrubbed" the CrowdStrike 

information before it was delivered to the FBI, resulting in a "stripped-down version" that was "not optimal." 

 In court filings during the prosecution of Trump associate Roger Stone, the Justice Department revealed that 

Sussmann, as the DNC's attorney, submitted three CrowdStrike reports to the FBI in draft, redacted form. According to 

prosecutor Jessie Liu, the government "does not possess" CrowdStrike's unredacted reports. It instead relied on 

Sussmann's assurances "that the redacted material concerned steps taken to remediate the attack and to harden the DNC 

and DCCC systems against future attack," and that "no redacted information concerned the attribution of the attack to 

Russian actors." 

 In short, the FBI failed to conduct its own examination of the DNC server, and instead relied on 
CrowdStrike's forensics. It also allowed Sussmann – now indicted for lying as part of an effort to 
spread the Russiagate conspiracy theory – to decide what it could and could not see in CrowdStrike's 
reports on Russian hacking. The government also took Sussmann's word that the redacted information did not 

concern "the attribution of the attack to Russian actors." MUCH MUCH MORE -  https://www.wnd.com/2021/10/exposed-

clinton-lawyers-tied-disinformation-trump/  

 

Commentary: 

Vaccine Tyranny Ignites Brushfires of Freedom 
By Kelleigh Nelson|October 18th, 2021 

 It does not take a majority to prevail… but rather an irate, tireless minority, keen on setting brushfires of freedom in 

the minds of men. —Samuel Adams 

 If the freedom of speech is taken away then dumb and silent we may be led, like sheep to the slaughter. —George 

Washington 

 Among the natural rights of the colonists are these: First a right to life, secondly to liberty, and thirdly to property; 

together with the right to defend them in the best manner they can. —Samuel Adams 

 Better to fight for something than live for nothing. —Gen. George S. Patton. 

 If you missed Cherie Zaslawsky’s amazing article on NewsWithViews, Preaching Beyond the Choir, she has been 

busy writing to local newspapers in order to reach people who never hear the truth.  I took her suggestions to heart. 
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 Last week, I called a local radio program to tell them about the studies regarding ivermectin, and that it’s not just a 

horse dewormer, and it’s certainly not just a monthly heart worm treatment for dogs.  I told them that over 30 studies have 

proven that ivermectin has a 100% prophylactic prevention of acquisition of Sars-coV-2.  The wonder drug that 

originated in Japan doesn’t just treat parasites or worms in animals, it actually cures River Blindness.  It also has 22 

mechanisms of action against Sars-coV-2, has seven or eight anti-viral mechanisms and it has multiple immune 

modification mechanisms. 

 When I hung up, the radio host said to the audience that this is not medical advice, and to check with their own 

doctors.  We know the majority of physicians are following the NIH, CDC, FDA and AMA protocols and will not 

prescribe this life saving drug for fear of losing their licenses. Another caller stated it’s better for us if we get the jab and 

be safe.  And the program ended. 

 Group think, lemmings and sheep…how do we get them to see the truth? 

 Dr. Michael Yeadon, former top scientist and VP of Pfizer said we have to share to get the ball rolling, and you don’t 

need to be a scientist or give an essay on science, you just need to tell people that things don’t feel right.  Talk to people 

on the street, your neighbors, your friends.  If you don’t, he says, “Eventually there’ll be a knock on your door and 

someone will be there saying, ‘You have to be vaccinated.’ And I’m frightened of that.” 

Mass Censorship 

 Dr. Robert Malone, the inventor of mRNA vaccines, says he was branded a “terrorist” by the media in Italy and warns 

that physicians who echo the truth are being “hunted via medical boards and the press.”  Despite concerns regarding 

adverse effects and even death from the Covid jabs being regularly voiced by doctors, the Federation of State Medical 

Boards announced in July that it would consider pulling medical licenses of doctors who traffic in “misinformation” about 

Sars-coV-2. 

 There are a large number of physicians and scientists who have spoken out about the virus.  Our Pravda media and 

Big Tech networks have censored every one of them, but it hasn’t stopped the truth.  We know who these courageous men 

and women are and we pray for each of them knowing that they are being hunted by the press, branded as terrorists and 

threatened with the loss of their licenses.  We’re already aware of the massive losses Dr. Peter McCullough has suffered, 

including a lawsuit by a former employer. 

 These men and women are warriors for truth.  (AFLDS.org and FLCCC.net)  Pay Pal recently shut down FLCCC’s 

platform. 

Physicians and Scientists Speak 

 In the following 45-minute video, eight prominent physicians and scientists talk about  inoculations for Sars-coV-2. 

 Dr. Pierre Kory is a pulmonary and critical care specialist and the President of Frontline COVID-19 Critical Care 

Alliance (FLCCC.net). He has testified in Congress about the effectiveness of ivermectin as both a prophylactic and a 

Sars-coV-2 early cure.  Dr. Kory said, “I don’t believe there’s anyone who died (from Covid) who got effective early 

treatment.” 

 Dr. Richard Urso, a scientist and ophthalmalogist and the Former Director of Orbital Oncology at MD Anderson 

Cancer Center, stated, “People don’t die of the virus, they die of inflammation and thrombosis.  And we have drugs for 

inflammation that are not off-label, as well as drugs for thrombosis.” 

 Dr. Robert Malone has exposed the dangers of the mRNA Covid jab.  A major contributor to the invention of mRNA 

technology, Dr. Malone is highly qualified to discuss the potential side effects of mRNA injections.And he has spoken 

about the dangers of this foolish mass vaccination program. Link 

 Thirty peer reviewed studies show the efficacy of natural immunity, being denied by the fools who listen to Fauci and 

his buddies who want you vaxxed…their pockets are enlarged and the vaxxed are sick or dying. 

 Malone previously warned about the risk of Antibody Dependent Enhancement (ADE) that causes the virus to 

become more infectious. He has even called for a stop to the COVID-19 jab rollout. The latest podcast featuring Dr. 

Malone helped dispel another mainstream media lie regarding the “Pandemic of the Unvaccinated” narrative that Biden 

repeats. Unvaccinated individuals are called “super-spreaders” and blamed for the latest wave of infections. According to 

Dr. Malone, the opposite is true. In fact, the fully vaccinated are the “super-spreaders.” 

 Harvard research confirms what we’ve been saying for months.  There is not evidentiary correlation between cases 

and vaccination rates. 

 Dr. Ryan Cole is a Mayo Clinic board certified clinical and anatomic pathologist and Chief Medical Officer and 

Laboratory Director of Cole Diagnostics, a full-service medical lab in Boise, Idaho.  The Idaho Medical Association 

asked the state board to stop Dr. Cole from prescribing ivermectin.  He has refused to use the “accepted protocol” from 

the FDA, CDC, NIH, AMA and other state agencies that deny the decades old parasitic medication to patients. 

 Cole Diagnostics processes and reports out approximately 40,000 blood and biopsy patient samples annually.  In the 
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last year, the lab has handled over 100,000 Covid testing samples.  It is the biggest independent testing lab in Idaho and 

has described how the mRNA shots have caused serious autoimmune disorders. 

 Cole explained that two types of cells are required for adequate immune system function: “Helper T-cells,” also called 

“CD4 cells,” and “killer T-cells,” often known as “CD8 cells.”  According to Cole, in patients with HIV, there is a 

massive suppression of “helper T-cells” which cause immune system functions to plummet, and leave the patient 

susceptible to a variety of illnesses. 

 He describes that what we’re seeing post-vaccine is a drop in killer T-cells in your CD8 cells.  And what do those 

cells do?  They keep all other viruses in check. Cole explains that as a result of this “clot-shot” induced “killer T-cell” 

suppression, he is seeing an “uptick” of not only endometrial cancer, but also melanomas, as well as herpes, shingles, 

mono, and a “huge uptick” in HPV when “looking at the cervical biopsies of women.” 

 The unvaccinated are looking smarter and smarter every week. Link 

 Dr. Mark McDonald, a double board certified clinical psychiatrist told of the damage to our children. Dr. McDonald 

said, “We’re not in a medical pandemic, we’re in a fear pandemic.” 

 He believes that what is driving the fear now is propaganda.  He said that children, unlike adults, don’t just bounce 

back; that children will not regain their psychological health.  As a child psychiatrist, he treats children all day long. 

 He stated, “The developmental stage children need to go through, babies, toddlers, young adults is being foreclosed 

on them.  Brown University Department of Pediatrics published a study in mid-September that found that babies born 

after January 1st, 2020, when this whole pandemic started, had an IQ point drop of 20 points compared to babies born 

before January 1, 2020.  That’s huge!  Why?  They don’t see faces, they don’t play, they don’t have exposure to friends, 

they don’t go to school.  They’re basically locked in their homes looking at their parents for a year and a half and their 

brains have not developed.” 

 “My concern is that we are building a generation of young people who are so traumatized that they will never fully 

recover from this.  Even if we give them therapy and treatment, they’re always going to be damaged from this and be 

scarred emotionally.  I don’t mean for it to be depressing, I mean for it to be alarming so that everyone can finally say, 

‘STOP.’ We’ve got to stop the damage and then figure out what to do about it.” 

 It’s way past time to acknowledge what has been done wrong.  However, the biggest problem I personally saw was 

masks on children who rarely get or pass the virus.  To close their faces off from their peers and to wear face diapers in 

public is a developmental atrocity to our youth; I see it as child abuse.  Many parents home school, and those children 

have no social disabilities, but masks are a blockage that destroy interpersonal relationships and change the lives of these 

children for decades to come. 

There is hope!   

 The Gateway Pundit reported that Nebraska AG, Doug Peterson issued an opinion on physicians prescribing 

hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) and ivermectin for Sars-coV-2 treatment will not face any punishment.  “Allowing physicians 

to consider these early treatments will free them to evaluate additional tools that could save lives, keep patients out of the 

hospital, and provide relief for our already strained healthcare system,” AG Doug Peterson wrote. 

 The Office of AG pointed to multiple medical journal articles, research, and case studies. They mentioned the study 

from Lancet that was later retracted because of its flawed statistics regarding the use of HCQ. 

 Airline pilots are walking out, refusing the jab, the Sheet Metal, Air, Rail and Transportation Union (SMART) is 

walking away from the mandates, TSA employees have joined the anti-jab movement, nurses are leaving their professions 

and physicians are taking early retirement.  The CEO of Delta Airlines flat out says he opposes the mandate and doesn’t 

need one to get his employees jabbed. 

 In the following 10-minute video from The Hill, violent protests throughout Europe show the world is over Covid-19. 

 Liberty Counsel has filed a class action lawsuit along with a motion for a temporary restraining order and 

injunction against Joseph R. Biden, U.S. Secretary of the Department of Defense Lloyd Austin and U.S. Secretary of the 

Department of Homeland Security Alejandro Mayorkas on behalf of members from all five branches of the military — 

Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, and Coast Guard — federal employees and federal civilian contractors, who have been 

unlawfully mandated to get the jabs or face dishonorable discharge from the military or termination from employment. 

 Dr. Stella Immanuel, one of America’s Frontline Doctors from Houston, believes that the whole “pandemic” is a 

Trojan Horse for vaccines designed by Bill Gates to depopulate the earth.  She also said, “Fauci is the epitome of evil.” 

 US Treasury deputy secretary warns unvaxxed Americans that shortages will continue until everyone is 

jabbed.  When there aren’t enough folks left working to run the country, there will be even more shortages, but to stop the 

tyranny and authoritarianism, Americans must take a stand.  So stock up now! 

The International Criminal Court 

 Alex Newman, the Senior Editor of the New American Magazine recently interviewed Dr. Richard Fleming, PhD, 
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MD, JD.  The people responsible for weaponizing and releasing the Covid-19 bio-weapon against humanity are facing a 

criminal complaint on “crimes against humanity” at the International Criminal Court. 

 The 20 minute interview is loaded with information. 

 Dr. Fleming mentions Dr. Peter Daszak who seemingly pushed for the notion that C-19 was not man-made early on in 

the pandemic.Daszak, president of the New York City-based EcoHealth Alliance, secretly organized a statement issued by 

the influential British medical journal The Lancet in February 2020, according to Vanity Fair.A total of 27 scientists — 

including Daszak, 55, who trained as a zoologist — signed the statement, which expressed “solidarity with all scientists 

and health professionals in China.” 

 During Daszak’s efforts to arrange the Lancet statement, he reportedly emailed two scientists, including Dr. Ralph 

Baric of the University of North Carolina, who’d worked with the lead coronavirus researcher at China’s Wuhan Institute 

of Virology, located at the epicenter of the coronavirus outbreak. 

 Barik was one of the most overlooked figures in the gain of function research that many believe may be the source of 

Sars-CoV-2 and the resulting Wuhan Virus pandemic. Dr. Baric whose research and collaboration with the Wuhan 

Institute of Virology spells out how to modify SARS with a spike protein so as to better infect human cells. 

 “Gain-of-function” is the euphemism for biological research aimed at increasing the virulence and lethality of 

pathogens and viruses. GoF research is government funded; its focus is on enhancing the pathogens’ ability to infect 

different species and to increase their deadly impact as airborne pathogens and viruses. Ostensibly, GoF research is 

conducted for biodefense purposes.  These experiments, however, are extremely dangerous. Those deadly science-

enhanced pathogens can, and do escape into the community where they infect and kill people. 

 Dr. Fleming states that these two men, Daszak and Baric, and Shi Zhengli at the Wuhan Institute of Virology have 

spent decades manipulating viruses to make them more infective and cause them to shut down our immune system.  These 

people have been working together with the AIDs Foundation, the Department of Defense, the Rockefeller group, and all 

the people who are also connected with our universities who are putting in big money and have massive control over 

universities where we’re supposed to be training people to be scientists. 

 The federal government and the DOD made more than half the contributions financially and provided advisors to 

Peter Daszak at Eco Health who then paid Dr. Ralph Baric and Zhengli to play with these viruses.  There was no 

“accidental escape,” Sars-coV-1 was developed and this is an upgrade of it. 

 The International Criminal Court (ICC) is the ultimate criminal court on the planet.  The US signed but did not ratify 

but a lot of other countries did.  The United Kingdom, the Czech Republic, Slovakia and France have filed a joint 

suit.  Japan’s Dr. Kevin McCairn, France’s Dr. Luc Montagnier and Dr. Fleming submitted affidavits of information to the 

judges, including Dr. Fleming’s book.  The court still has the case. 

 A group of Nazi concentration camp survivors sent a letter to the ICC in support of a joint “Request for Investigation” 

by lawyers who have submitted evidence, alongside sworn affidavits from Professor Luc Montagnier and Dr. Fleming, 

alleging governments worldwide and their advisors are complicit in genocide, crimes against humanity, and breaches of 

the Nuremberg Code. 

 The former prisoners of war in Nazi concentration camps actually walked their letters over to the ICC.  They have 

stated what is happening now is more reproachable than what happened under Hitler and Nazi Germany.  It’s important to 

note that there were people who wanted to sign this document that are so afraid of reprisals that they did not, including 

one person who was a personal friend of Anne Frank. 

 Dr. Fleming says, “Now that tells you what we’re dealing with on planet earth, so anyone who thinks this is a game or 

that there are not some serious consequences going on here, when you have Nazi prisoner-of-war camp survivors hesitant 

to sign something, and they knew Anne Frank and everything she went through because they are afraid of reprisals, it will 

tell you the courage that these three people had to have just to sign their name on the dotted line and insist upon this.  This 

is more emphasis for people to become aware that this is moving forward.  We have other people we are now working 

with thatshould the ICC falter for whatever reason, theseindividuals working around the world and attorneys working in 

international law, are already placing the foundations for an international tribunal to be in effect.” 

 Just because the United States did not ratify this does not mean the people Dr. Fleming included in his statements will 

not be held accountable, i.e., Anthony Fauci, Bill Gates, et al. Hiding inside the USA doesn’t mean it’s a safehold for 

them. 

Conclusion 

 The rights of the people are only surrendered when the people allow it to happen. 

 General Washington had only a small number of Americans who joined him from 1775 to 1783 in the War for 

Independence from Great Britain, but that small army gave us liberty and freedom. 

 It’s time to fuel those brushfires once again. Never surrender.  https://newswithviews.com/vaccine-tyranny-ignites-
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Public Private Partnerships = The Death of Free Markets 
By Karen Schoen|October 19th, 2021 

LIFE WITHOUT KNOWLEDGE IS DEATH IN DISGUISE 

 Remember: The issue is never the issue. The issue is always the REVOLUTION. 

 Have you wondered why so many companies were so quick to go WOKE and destroy America?  Could it be that as 

companies became GLOBAL, America became irrelevant?  Global Corporate CEO’s and VP’s took money, tax rebates, 

grants, subsidies etc.  from the American Taxpayer and many purchased multiple residents all over the world.  America 

was just another country, nothing special. In addition, the highly skilled American worker was too expensive and cut into 

their profitability. So as their choice, they screwed the American worker. The criminals in the government made up rules 

and regulations to eliminate competition of their favored company. Lastly let us not forget that by eliminating competition 

the “market” is favorable for investing in government favored companies so congress could make a fortune on insider 

trading, investing and creating new companies that will comply. 

 OK the pieces were beginning to fit.  Thanks to Karen Bracken’s incredible research on ESG (Environmental, Social 

‘Justice’ Governance), the woke actions of these companies are evident and finally make sense. On Nov 8, 2019, Forbes 

had an article introducing ESG to the business community in 2020.  What is ESG?  ESG is the Environmental, Social and 

Governance score given to a business to determine how well they “follow the government message”  In other words go 

WOKE, “Hate America and hate the American citizen who votes against the DNC communist message.”  Apparently 

grading individuals on Social Credits is not enough for the communist Democrats. Limiting mobility, purchases and 

services based on how well individuals score by supporting everything the government does is not broad enough.  The 

corporations must follow orders as well.  Why would a corporation intentionally destroy their base?  Because once the 

world has opened as their customer, Americans are no longer the only game in town. Money, Money, Money!!! 

 ESG refers to a company’s commitment to do more than make a profit, such as actively strive to contribute positively 

to the environment or social causes and to conduct themselves responsibly. Why would a company do that?  Because ESG 

is now the way that investors rate the corporation for investment funding. Bad score= no money.  Trash America = more 

money. By forming Public Private Partnerships the government is now involved in business and can “suggest” certain 

actions or else no government contract, no access to grants or low interest loans and tax subsidies. Since many smaller 

middle class companies are totally private and do not rely on the government they must be destroyed. No Competition or 

dissention allowed. Covid accelerated this plan. We now have an answer to the question, is the government trying to 

destroy America? The answer is YES. 

 More money is made with global customers than American customers. 

 What is a PPP (PUBLIC – PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS)?  A PPP is a way in which a corporation, through a new 

entity takes control of Government Assets.  The government, made up of unelected bureaucrats, people, make laws to 

regulate companies into the desired path.  The ESG (Environmental Social Governance) score keeps the corporations in 

line. Corporations are woke and must use the CRT method for reprogramming its workers.  They must get a good score or 

no government contracts. You can call it Global Corporate Fascism, reinventing government, transfer of wealth, but it is 

really a new structure of communism. The public pays, the private profits. This is a massive form of wealth redistribution. 

Once again the public gets screwed. 

 Let’s break this down. 

 The Rules: 

 * Public – (government) all levels of government, Local, State, Federal, Foreign, and of course the United Nations. 

 * Private – Big power Corporations, National Corporations, International Corporations, Universities, Foundations, 

Associations, any entity with big money. 

 * Partnerships – Business arrangement, which public and private combined together. 

 * NGO’s – Non government organizations, any organization with environmental interest, like the Sierra Club, The 

Nature Conservancy, Florida Forever, etc. that takes control of assets. This would be in land acquisitions, conservation, 

land corridors, Greenways, Parks, Preserves, permanent easements, etc. It would be on coastal waters, lakes, rivers, 

streams, another means of taking assets, owning and having full control. With no representation to the people, the goal is 

profit. Sound familiar? It should by now it’s called the United Nations Sustainable Development, Agenda 

21/2030/GND/Global Reset. The United Nations promote PPP’S, they play a very important role in their personal agenda 

making it easier for government to control businesses.  PPP are in direct opposition to any free market system. If a 

company needs government money, why are they still in business? 

 PPP’S are heavy into infrastructure because it crosses county and state lines which gives the government more control 

https://newswithviews.com/vaccine-tyranny-ignites-brushfires-of-freedom/
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https://www.dol.gov/sites/dolgov/files/OASP/legacy/files/ESG-Investment-Tools-Review-of-the-Current-Field.pdf


over local elected officials. With this economy, state and local governments do not have the money for roads, tolls, 

bridges, energy, water, and restoration. People do not want their taxes raised, as they are already tax enough.  When our 

elected representatives vote to empower appointed groups of people who are not accountable to the public, they are voting 

for Communism. That’s how Communism works. It is unelected groups of people who are authorized to make public 

policy using the agenda of some unseen apparatus in the background, coupled with the power of government to enforce it. 

In the case of the United States the transformation to Communism agenda is coming from the United Nations. 

 In Florida, PPP’s are abundant. PPP’S, Enterprise Florida, Public Service Commission (PSC), Workforce Florida, Inc. 

Duke Energy, Florida Power and Light, Progress Energy, ( Smart Meters) Florida Chamber of Commerce, and all of these 

promote Regionalism in Florida. Governor Scott signed H/B 85 to expand Public – Private Partnerships.  He was the same 

Governor that said there would be No Agenda 21 in Florida, more Lies. 

 Every county board, county administrator, city council, and manager in Florida works with PPP’S. All of Florida’s 

regional planning councils, (unconstitutional ) Sustainable Development Planners, Florida Association of Counties, due 

the bidding of PPP’S. But that’s not surprising since they work with U.N. organizations to implement the Agenda.. 

 PPP’S are a Soviet structure. What is a Soviet… An elected governmental council in a Communist country.  Alliances 

are the PPP’S and they are implementing the socialist agenda thus transforming the United States into a Communist 

Country. The Public – Private Partnership (PPP) is yet another ruse of big government to steal your wealth and private 

property or other assets and, in the process, “fundamentally change America” and plunder the productive members of 

society.  A PPP is the essence of Marxism and crony capitalism. Elected government officials and their bureaucracy 

favoring corporations who support the political agenda of the ruling class, so both can profit at the expense of our 

individual freedom.  Why did Biden give up Afghanistan? Here is your reason…Money, Power and Control. 

 Communist are Technocrats, they seek to plan, organize, and streamline all aspects of life through central planning. 

(like unconstitutional regional planning councils). Thus people aren’t considered as discrete independent 

individuals.  Rather, people are considered assets of the state, factors of production, “human capital, human resources, 

human infrastrucure” to be managed by  the owner of the state and the elite minions and useful idiots who administer the 

system. 

 September 13, 2013, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Secretary Tom Vilsack and Coca-Cola Americans 

President Steve Cahillana announced a PPP to restore and protect damaged watersheds on National lands. Cahillana said 

to create healthier, more Sustainable Communities. This opened my eyes. United Nations Sustainable Communities, 

Agenda21 stated goals of controlling all forms of water supply. Today Biden’s unelected secretaries, including newly 

appointed Tom Vilack and local mayors collude with Chinese Communist party on Agriculture policy. 

 United Nations Agenda 21 from the U.N. Bruntland Commission in 1992 says that No private enterprise should exist, 

only PPP’S.  Business is evil, should be controlled by the community, while the owner is responsible, and pays taxes. 

These ideas are tenets of Socialism/Marxism. 

 “ESG (Environment-Social(Justice)-Governance) Credit Score system that is replacing the traditional Credit Score 

system we have always used in the past.  This new credit score system will score businesses on how well they tow the 

globalist line.  WELL, what a coincidence….Biden(Obama) just announced he wants to do away with all the traditional 

credit bureaus.  Of course he said this is necessary because there are racial disparities in the current system.  But of course 

never mentions it will be replaced with ESG Credit Scores coming from the fascist government. There are several major 

banks that already use ESG and it is part of the Great Reset and the new economy, stakeholder capitalism 

(fascism).  Individuals that are patriots, conservative, vote Republican will end up on the low end of this system and will 

not be able to get a mortgage loan or a loan for any reason.  Again, this is why you are seeing businesses fighting states on 

their laws.  Business in bed with government ends up making slaves out the tax payer and destroys our Constitution and 

states rights. Again, using race to drive the Great Reset agenda.” —Karen Bracken 

 Note: In the Infrastructure Bill of $3.5 Trillion, grants will be given to companies that comply.  Hefty penalties will be 

placed on companies that don’t demand their employees or customers vax, while rebates are given to those who buy union 

autos. 

 When your local government authorities start to exceed their constitutionally granted powers by working with Private 

International and National organizations through PPP’S, they no longer represent the people, the U.S. Constitution, 

freedom, and their oath of office. These are people that are so self centered with their own careers, self worth, and power 

status, that they have sold their souls to the communists. 

Is America Worth Saving?  

 Will you make sure you research every candidate that you vote for? This is what we have to do as Americans to save 

our country, and to make sure our children are not made slaves to an un-Christian Nation of corruption. 

 Will you pay attention, run for office and attend meetings in your local community? 

https://americanfaith.com/biden-family-business-tied-to-trillions-in-lithium-acquired-by-china-through-u-s-afghanistan-withdrawal/
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 Will you share the truth with others who may not be like minded but want to hear the truth? 

 Will you contact your legislature and voice your opinion?  House 202-225-0911, Senate 202-224-0911, or 

contactmypolitician.com  https://newswithviews.com/public-private-partnerships-the-death-of-free-markets/ 
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North Korea test-fires ballistic missile from submarine 
North Korea says it test-fired a new submarine-launched ballistic missile, confirming reports from South Korea and 

Japan. 

Elad Benari , Oct 20 , 2021 2:10 AM  

 North Korea said on Tuesday it had test-fired a new ballistic missile from a submarine, Reuters 
reported, citing state media. 

 The confirmation came a day after authorities in South Korea and Japan said they had detected an 
apparent weapons test by Pyongyang. 

 The “new-type” of submarine-launched ballistic missile (SLBM) was launched from the same 
submarine involved in a 2016 test of an older SLBM, North Korea’s state news agency KCNA said of the 

latest test. 

 “The new type SLBM, into which lots of advanced control guidance technologies including flank mobility and gliding 

skip mobility are introduced, will greatly contribute to putting the defense technology of the country on a high level and to 

enhancing the underwater operational capability of our navy,” it added. 

 North Korean leader Kim Jong Un was not reported to have attended the test. 

 North Korea recently carried out several missile tests. In the last one, Pyongyang said it fired a newly developed anti-

aircraft missile. 

 North Korea, which has conducted many missile tests in recent years, restarted those tests after denuclearization talks 

with the United States came to a halt. More - https://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/315362  
 

Senate Committee confirms Nides as Israel Ambassador 
The nomination still requires the confirmation of the full Senate. 

Elad Benari , Oct 20 , 2021 2:38 AM  

 
Thomas Nides  REUTERS/Lee Jin-man/Pool 

 The Senate Foreign Relations Committee on Tuesday confirmed 
Thomas Nides to be the next US Ambassador to Israel. 

 Nides is one of 30 ambassador nominees who were confirmed by the 

committee. 

 The nomination still requires the confirmation of the full Senate. 

 Nides served as the State Department’s Deputy Secretary of State for 

Management and Resources from 2010-2013 and is the current vice-chairman of 

the Morgan Stanley investment banking company. He has close ties with US Secretary of State Antony Blinken. 

 In the Obama White House, Nides was reportedly viewed as a pro-Israel voice and someone the Israelis often went to 

when challenges arose. https://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/315363  
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